2016 CURRICULUM
ELECTIVES PROGRAM
SHAPING OUR EDUCATION

TERM THREE ELECTIVES
YEARS 7 to 10
TUESDAYS - 10 WEEKS
This program is designed to broaden the students’
experience within and beyond the curriculum. It offers
opportunities to extend or deepen their knowledge
in a particular area of study or ignite a passion for
a particular general interest. Staff, parents, past
students and expertise outside of the immediate school
community can offer a subject about which they are
passionate and offer specialist knowledge.

SEEK

• attempt or desire to obtain
or achieve (something):

Each term students are able to choose between a
wide variety of subjects including the arts, science,
technology, construction and sport. As part of our
Careers program, all Year 10 students will be required to
participate in a careers subject in either Term 2 or Term
3. The Electives Program fosters Preshil’s enduring
commitment to: making, choosing, building, playmaking
and performing as described in the Preshil ‘Courage’
book.
Many costs of the program are subsidised by the
program budget however some subjects have
associated costs for specialised experience, special
equipment, materials, excursion fees and transport as
required. Families are notified of the cost by email once
selections are finalised. These can be paid by cash or
credit card in advance or may be invoiced to your school
account. Costs are a flat rate per term, per subject as
listed.

EXPERIENCE
• skill or knowledge that you
get by doing something:

Some subjects may also extend into fruit or lunch,
particularly those leaving the school grounds. Students
will need to be aware of this when choosing particular
subjects as they may need to take and eat their fruit
and/or lunch.

DESIGNING OUR FUTURE

EXCEL

• be exceptionally good at or
proficient in an activity or
subject:

DREAM

• an idea or vision that
is created in your
imagination:

STEAM

SCIENCE | TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING | ARTS | MATHS
Philosophy: ‘How to make trouble and influence people’ Chris Dite
Cost: Nil per term
			
		
Class: Max 12
Do you want to change the world? Improve people's lives? End climate
change? Win arguments against your parents? This elective will take
you through the subversive ideas and philosophies that have helped
shape the world as we know it. It's not just a useful preparation for
VCE Philosophy, History and Literature but also a lively introduction to
different ideas and arguments that will help you make (constructive)
trouble and influence people in your everyday life.
Art Projects: Individual Project		
Cost: Nil per term				

			
				

June McKenzie
Class: Max 14

Create your own Art Project or join others
wanting to focus on a particular area. This group
is all about making art. It is an opportunity to
pursue your own artistic interests whether it be
manga drawing, lino prints, mosaics, making
dioramas or exploring different art movements.
When available and just once a term, we try to
find an interesting exhibition or artist to visit.
French Conversation
Cost: Nil per term

			

		

Nick Ouchtomski
Class: Max 12

Francophiles Francofun. Challenge and develop your oral skills in
French. Enhance your pronunciation. Get active with the spoken word
through role plays, movement, fun readings and improvisations.
Enjoy the music of the French language through active poetry
improvisations. This is a bilingual workshop developing students’ oral
skills creating short performance pieces in French.

Say the word
Performance poetry
Cost: Nil per term				
				

Kate Ellis
Class: Max 15

W H Auden said that Poetry is the clear
expression of mixed feelings. How then do
we convey clarity when we can’t necessarily
pinpoint how we feel? Performance poetry or
spoken word is poetry written for performance
rather than print. The poet seeks not to simply
recite the poem they have written but convey
through employing movement, facial expression, voice and gesture the
drama, mood and emotion of their piece.
In this elective you will study some of the great performance poets.
You will learn writing techniques that will aid how you deliver your own
poetry AND learn how to incorporate your energy and body in a way
as to make the reading of the poem, a performance. Students who
take this elective will be invited to perform their poem at Preshil’s Arts
Festival at the conclusion of the term.
Arduino (Genuino) and Electronics		
Costs: $ 160 per term ($16 per week)

			

Karl von Moller
Class: Max 10

Its worth noting that many Robots are 90%
code and 10% hardware. Explore the world of
physical computing and take the first steps into
micro controllers, by learning how to program with
an Arduino - a system of hardware and software
which lets anyone bring their imagination to
life! You will learn how to program in a “C like”
language, with core skills applicable to many
other programming languages. The main focus
of this course is learning to program; you don’t
need to know anything about electronics or the
C language to join in. We will develop your skills
to sense the physical world, using connected
sensors (light and temperature), turn on LEDs to create interactive
lighting displays (traffic lights) using breadboards and soldering stations.
No experience necessary.

3D Printing 				
					
Cost: $160 per term ($16 per week)
		

Scott Phillips
Class: Max 10

3D printing - understand workflow, technologies
and applications. Kinect scanning 3D printing
is liberating people’s creative imaginations and
is fuelling innovation around the world. We’re
looking for hackers, freaks, designers and artists;
anyone who can imagine the feeling of having
made something magical. Come and learn the
spells and the potions. What will you do with
them? Jewellery, phone cases, models, electronic
cases? Continue projects from last term or
newcomers welcome!
Stand-up Performance			
Cost: Nil per term				

Charlotte Jowett
Class: Max 8

Standup Performance: “anything that could happen probably will.”
Create and practise your own standup performance routine. Learn how
to interact appropriately with a live audience. Study the styles of standup performers. Develop self confidence; improvisation; timing; damage
control; memory tricks and skills.
Charlotte has over 30 years experience as a stand-up Storyteller.
Rocket Science 101 using Kerbal 			
Cost: $40 per term
($4 per week)

Adam Simon
Class: Max 16

Kerbal Space Program is a game designed to allow the player to
experience the physics and complexities as well as the excitement and
elation of building a rocket and piloting it into space, the magnitude of
the universe and the imminent threat of explosions and death to those
on board your craft. In the course we will cover a basic understanding
of the physics terminology and concepts, the mechanical concepts of
engineering a spacecraft, Game Interfaces, Ladder Logic Programming,
Long Range Navigation, Aerodynamics, Explosions and Space! No
experience necessary.

COMMUNITY & SCHOOL
PARTNERSHIPS

Careers												 Kris Austin
Costs: Nil per term 					
Compulsory for all Year 10
			
The Careers and Pathways Elective will introduce students to important
information about subject selection for VCE and how the VCE works.
There will be important information about Universities, TAFEs and
alternative tertiary education providers, the selection of tertiary study
places, work opportunities, and other ideas about the student’s pathway
in the coming years. This will include visits from a selection of tertiary
providers. We’ll also look at study and work/travel abroad opportunities for
young people. It is essential our students are well informed and equipped
for employment, as well as develop the skills and tools necessary for job
seeking success.

HEALTH and WELLBEING
Kitchen Potager ‘THE SPRING DINNER
Costs: $50 per term 			
			

John Collins & Pru Barratt
Class: Max 10 x 2 groups

“Enter The Dragon” (Asian inspired cuisine)
Kitchen Garden in Term 3 will be a little
different. Our goal will be to cater for a Spring
Dinner feeding 100 people a multi-course
meal. Over the course of the term a small
group of dedicated Kitchen Garden students
will be exposed to a variety of dishes that
could work as part of the meal. They will
then choose, refine and practise their dish
and work through the planning and logistics
of putting on a dinner of this magnitude.
Students will then work on the night
cook for and serve our guests. This one is for
keen and committed kitchen gardeners only.

to

SPORT AND PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
Hip Hop Dance Class
					
Jack May
Cost: $200 per term ($20 per week)
			
Class: Max 10
Hip Hop is a popular dance style that
belongs to the Urban Dance banner. The
most famous of all dance styles, hip hop
has become widespread and is seen in
music video clips of both hip hop and
mainstream artists. Hip Hop choreography
makes use of the same components and
techniques found in other forms of Urban
Dance. These include Popping, Locking and Breaking. A Hip Hop class
begins with a short warm up then proceeds to stretching and isolation
exercises. These special exercises teach dancers how to move
different parts of their body separately. The last section of this class is
where the teacher puts together a short routine using a choreography
that is both distinctive and can be performed along with the music
chosen for that set. Jack has several years of experience working
as a dance choreographer for schools all around Canberra, such as
Fresh Funk, Dance Central and Universal Dance Academy. Returning
from America for the second time earlier this year, Jack has worked
with many of the big names, including Andre Fuentes (Brittany Spears
Choreographer), Tony Czar (New Kids On The Block Choreographer)
and Tucker Barkley.
Tennis
				
					
Cost: $90 per term ($9 per week)

Bill Madafferi
Class: Max 12

Bill provides coaching for all ages and skill levels, from beginners to
advanced, in a relaxed and encouraging environment, making it easy
for students to enjoy their tennis as they learn the various disciplines of
the game. Getting to know each student’s strengths and weaknesses
means progress can be made every lesson. Lessons are held at MCC
Kew next to the Primary campus.

Ten Pin Bowling
			
Cost: $90 per term ($9 per week)

Louie Pittas
Class: Max 10

Bowling has one of the longest and richest histories of all sports, dating
back approximately 4,000 years to Greece and Rome. It helps promote
muscle exercise of the lower body and is one of the few sports that allows
you to compete at any age and become a pro. Throwing the bowling ball
and hitting the pins requires a great amount of hand-eye coordination.
This kind of focus stimulates mental alertness, concentration and tactical
strategy. This makes bowling the perfect game for young people to
sharpen motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Cost includes 2 games
each session. Students will travel by Preshil bus to the first bowling alley
in Melbourne and now the longest running in Australia!

ELECTIVES PREFERENCE FORMS
Students need to choose only one Elective. Students should mark their choices in the order
of preference. The Elective you choose will be for the whole term. Electives with a cost will
require a parent signed permission. Forms must be returned by the due date and are dated
and numbered on receipt to be fair.
All Electives are allocated on a first come first in basis. We will notify you which Elective you
are in as soon as possible so you can prepare if necessary.

CHOOSING AND RESPONSIBILTY
“From the earliest years, children at Preshil are encouraged to choose... In later
years, children are encouraged to choose and pursue one or more special interests...
This tradition of choosing special projects and electives continues throughout the
school.
Preshil believes that providing children with the choice to follow their own interests
leads to a more compelling and rewarding learning experience for both child and
teacher. By taking ownership of their education children invest more of themselves
and are more motivated to learn.
By learning to make their own choices in ever more significant ways, children begin
to learn the importance of making good choices and taking responsibility for them.
When children can understand that their every action is the product of a choice
they themselves make, whether consciously or unconsciously, they become more
empowered to direct their own lives.
By choosing to pursue their own interests children solidify their unique strengths
and the growing expertise that will aid them in their later studies, as well as in
their vocations as adults...”
												The Courage Book

ELECTIVES PROGRAM CONTACT:
C. Bronte Howell
T. 03 9817 6135
E. bronte.howell@preshil.vic.edu.au
W. preshil.vic.edu.au
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